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Timco Industries (Cal.), Inc.v.Cable Technologies* NO. 90-3640 United States Court of Appeals,Fifth

Circuit. SEP 16, 1991 Appeal From: W.D.La., N.D. 1 AFFIRMED. * Fed.R.App.P. 34(a); 5th Cir.R. 34.2 Q:
Number of ways to distribute n items amongst 4 receivers How to find number of ways to distribute n

items amongst 4 receivers? like A: One way to think about the problem is to generate all the
possibilities and subtract from that the ones that are invalid (unable to fulfill the requirements). A
valid assignment is one that can be accomplished in a way so that each receiver gets exactly $4$
items. The total number of possibilities is $4^n$, since we have $n$ items that are available to
distribute $4$ ways. The corresponding subsets of this set is the set of all the ways that we can
distribute each item to one of the receivers so that there are exactly $4$ items per receiver. The

subset corresponding to getting $4$ items for each receiver is $[4]^n$. This is the number of ways
we can arrange $4$ items on a line. (see enumeration here) The subset corresponding to each of the

three receivers getting exactly $3$ items is $[3]\cdot[4]^n$. The subset corresponding to each of
the two receivers getting exactly $2$ items is $[2]\cdot[3]\cdot[4]
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